Traditional measures of dependence in time series are typically based on correlations or periodograms. These are adequate in many circumstances but, in others, especially when trying to assess market linkages (e.g., …nancial contagion), might be inappropriate. In the present paper we propose new non- 
Introduction
Asset market linkages, in particular those related to extreme market events, have been widely studied. These analyses mainly focus on assessing the hypothesis that market correlation is higher in crisis periods, phenomenon also known as …nancial contagion. For this purpose several testing and estimation strategies have been introduced, including the modelization of the multivariate distribution of extreme returns (Longin and Solnik, 2001) , the analysis of the coincidence of extreme returns across di¤erent countries (Bae, Karolyi and Stulz, 2003) , the estimation of the expected number of market crashes given that at least one market crashes (Hartmann, Straetmans and de Vries, 2004) or the introduction of tools like the Marginal Expected Shortfall (MES) as a measure of systemic risk (Acharya et al., 2017) .
Undoubtedly, these proposals, among others, have led to signi…cant improvements in the di¢ cult exercise of measuring tail dependence. Thus, within this setting, the main purpose of the present paper is to de…ne very general measures of dependence and persistence which can easily accommodate previous approaches to assess tail dependence while at the same time o¤ering a richer characterization. Speci…cally, unlike the previously mentioned approaches, our measures will not just focus on the occurrence of single extreme market events, which are only informative about whether the market is below a certain threshold. In fact, measures of tail dependence based on single extreme market events lead to a relatively narrow characterization of tail risk because they are not informative about how far is the market below the threshold (i.e. they do not account for tail risk). As will be seen, our proposed measures can address this limitation by accounting for a continuum of extreme market events, thereby providing a more complete and robust picture of tail dependence and systemic risk. In particular, this materializes in a new measure of tail dependence, the Maximal Marginal Expected Shortfall (MMES), which is the maximum MES over a set of quantiles in the left tail, and, as such, it is a measure of systemic risk that accounts for tail risk.
More generally, our proposal can be viewed as an attempt to provide useful analytical tools capable of assessing appropriately the dependence and persistence behavior of nonlinear time series (cf. Terasvirta, Tjøstheim, and Granger, 2011) . In fact, while in the linear set-up there exists a complete machinery of tools for studying the dynamic properties of such series, mainly based on autocorrelations and periodograms, there are still today relatively few studies on how to measure the persistence properties of nonlinear time series. In fact, this problem is even more accentuated when the interest focuses on inherently nonlinear aspects such as tail dependence. The distinctive features of our proposed measures are their simplicity of estimation, implementation and interpretation; their robustness (they are model-free or nonparametric); and their ‡exibility in adapting to di¤erent aspects of the distribution of the underlying time series, in particular tail dependence.
Our programme relates to that of Gallant, Rossi and Tauchen (1993) and Koop, Pesaran and Potter (1996) , who extended the impulse-response methodology, initiated by Sims (1980) , to a nonlinear framework, see also Jasiak (1999, 2000) , Clarida and Taylor (2003) and Kapetanios (2007) for related approaches. These extensions, however, require either a fully parametric model or nonparametric smoothed estimators of the conditional mean for the time series of interest. The resulting measures of persistence are not operative when the conditioning set considered is high-dimensional or sample sizes are small (such as when estimation is in the tails). In addition, they might depend on user-chosen parameters, such as bandwidths, which substantially a¤ect inference in …nite samples. In general, as noted in Gourieroux and Jasiak (1999) , the implementation of these approaches requires a fairly large number of observations to give reasonable results, which could rule out the application of these methods to e.g. risk management, for which such large samples are sometimes unavailable.
From a purely theoretical perspective, our very general measures are rooted on the classical literature of nonparametric signi…cance testing in Bierens (1982) , Stute (1997) , Hong (1999) , Escanciano (2006) , Escanciano and Velasco (2006a,b) , and others. From this viewpoint the main novelty of the paper is to show that certain measures of nonparametric persistence de…ned in the foundational work of Granger (1995) can be characterized with cumulative dependence measures called Integrated Regression Functions (IRF). Since these measures are extremely simple to estimate, this opens up the possibility of simple measurement of dependence and persistence in a nonparametric setting. Interestingly, restricting the set of integration in the IRF allows focus on certain parts of the distribution. In particular, when integration is restricted to the left tail, the IRF provides a new measure of tail dependence and systemic risk. This ‡exibility of the IRF was unnoticed in the nonparametric testing literature mentioned above, and is a methodological contribution of this paper. Additionally, we provide novel asymptotic theory for our nonparametric measures under weak dependence conditions, which required extending previous results by Hansen (1996) .
As anticipated before, our measures are ‡exible enough to characterize dependence and persistence linked to any distributional feature, including those related to crashes or …nancial contagion. In particular, we apply these tools to study the persistent e¤ects of the 2007-2009 …nancial crisis on the major international stock market indices. We are particularly interested in studying the magnitude and persistence of tail events during and after the Great Recession. Our results uncover a leading role of US and London's stock markets for international diversi…cation. Markets in US and London have a short term predictive power for all stocks but for London. The German DAX does not a¤ect the US, has a small impact on the London market, and a signi…cant impact in Asian markets. The latter do not have direct linkages to other markets. We also observe that tail dependence in the US, as quanti…ed with the new measures, is more signi…cant than MES measures, and it is more persistent than mean dependence. We …nd an ubiquitous nonlinear persistence in conditional variance across all markets, particularly Asian markets. This persistence cannot be explained by popular parametric models such as GARCH models with Student-t distributions (see Francq and Zakoian 2010 for a review of GARCH models). We also look at the persistence of market crashes. We uncover substantial persistence in both the probability of a crash and the number of crashes. The magnitude and persistence of systemic risk is very sensitive to the severity of losses of individual markets, i.e. to individual tail risk. Overall, our results contribute to a better understanding of international asset market linkages and international diversi…cation, and provide a more robust measurement of dependence and persistence than traditional measures based on linear correlations or single extreme market events.
The layout of the article is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce our dependence measures, illustrate their usefulness to capture many di¤erent forms of dependence and persistence, with special emphasis on those related to extreme events, making also connections with existing measures of systemic risk. Section 3 provides theoretical support to our measures, relating them to previous attempts to measure nonlinear dependence by Granger (1995 Granger ( , 2003 . A natural extension to capture distributional dependence is introduce and we also discuss several estimation issues. Section 4 reports the results of the empirical application, and in Section 5 we conclude and describe further research. A mathematical Appendix establishes asymptotic theory for the estimators and gathers all proofs.
Nonlinear Measures of Dependence
Let (Y t ; X t ) t2Z ; with Y t 2 R, X t 2 R p , be a time series vector, where X t may contain lagged values of Y t : Also, let E (Y t ) = t for all t. Extensions to multivariate Y t are straightforward, and hence they are not considered for the sake of exposition. A natural way of characterizing persistence and dependence is to de…ne the h-step regression function m t;h (x) = E(Y t+h j X t = x); x 2 R p ; h 0, almost surely (a.s.), which can be estimated nonparametrically. For example, Robinson (1983) has studied the large sample properties of kernel estimators of m t;h for various lags h; see also Auestad and Tjøstheim (1990) . Inference on these functions, however, requires smoothing estimation involving bandwidth choices. Moreover, smoothed estimators of m t;h are very sensitive to the dimension p; a feature that is referred to as the curse of dimensionality.
The proposed measures of dependence avoid smoothing by considering integrals of the regression functions m t;h : De…ne the IRF as
where 1(A) denotes the indicator function of the event A. These measures were introduced in Escanciano and Velasco (2006a) for time series; see also Stute (1997) for the di¤erent purpose of nonparametric signi…cance testing in regression with independent data. Note that
where F t is the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of X t , which justi…es the name for t;h : A "large" value of t;h suggests a large di¤erence between the conditional mean m t;h and the unconditional one t+h ; which in turn indicates that Y t+h and X t are dependent in mean. In order to measure the "size" of t;h we introduce the uniform (sup ) norm t;h 1 = sup x2R p t;h (x) : We illustrate the behavior of our measures by means of several examples.
Example 1 (Mean Dependence). Let Z t be a sequence of strictly stationary, mean-zero, Gaussian random variables (r.v.'s) with r(h) = E[Z t Z t+h ]; h 1; r(0) = 1. It can be easily shown that, choosing
Therefore we have t;h 1 Cr(h), for a constant C. Thus, under Gaussianity and mild regularity conditions, our measure of dependence reduces, as expected, to the traditional linear one.
In other situations the object of interest is not the mean of the process but some higher order moments, e.g. volatility. The next example illustrates how our measures can be easily adapted to cover this case.
Example 2 (Mean and Volatility Dependence). Let
where 1 < < 1, and " t is conditionally (on the past) Gaussian with zero mean and variance 2 t , where
with a > 0, 0 < < 1, so Z t follows an AR(1) with ARCH(1) errors model. Gallant et al. (1993) analyzed the persistence properties of this model by means of its conditional mean and volatility pro…les for the case c = 0. Setting Y t = Z t , X t = (Z t ; Z t 1 ) 0 , the persistence in conditional mean depends on
where F is the cdf of X t . It can be easily shown that
so if 0 < E[jY t j] < 1, t;h 1 converges to zero at the exact rate h . Additionally, the persistence in second moments can be captured by setting
For these choices it can be shown that
where z = (z 1 ; z 2 ) 0 . Noting
where
and K i in (2) are constants depending on the speci…ed parameters.
, the results in (2) determine the exact rates at which t;h 1 converges to zero as h increases, which basically depend on the relation between the ARCH parameter and the AR parameter . If < , t;h 1 decreases at the exact rate h ; if 2 < < , this rate is h , but only due to the presence of c 6 = 0 in (1), which induces persistence in the squares, the rate being h if c = 0; if < 2 (assuming c = 0), the rate is 2h ; …nally, if = 2 (with c = 0), Z t is more persistent in volatility than if 6 = 2 , with a rate of decrease given by h h . Essentially, apart from the e¤ect of the constant, the AR structure of the model generates persistence driven by 2 , whereas that implied by the ARCH structure depends on , so our measure captures which one of these e¤ects dominates. In contrast with the volatility impulse response function of Gallant et al. (1993) , which was speci…cally designed to analyze the second moment properties of the process (separately from …rst moment properties), our measure of persistence of volatility capture …rst and second moment e¤ects. In our view, this is not a drawback of our approach, because the parameter has in ‡uence in the persistence of the squares (as it is the case when there are not ARCH e¤ects).
The IRFs in the previous examples focus on conditional mean and volatility dependence and persistence. However in many applications the interest centers around other components of the distribution. In fact, as the next example shows, it is possible to connect our measures with well known measures of systemic risk and contagion, and in doing so, we extend existing measures to more informative measures that better account for tail risk. Let x tail denote some threshold that de…nes the region of interest. Then, the restricted sup (pseudo)-norm
can be applied to t;h (x) to de…ne tail dependence (precisely, how X t being in the left tail a¤ects the mean of Y t+h ): Interestingly, the tail-restricted IRF is closely related to a recent and popular measure of systemic risk, the MES, since
The MES of Acharya et al. (2017) corresponds to M ES t;0 (x) with x equals the quantile of the distribution F t ; for the market return index X t . By focusing on a continuum of values of x, rather than just one, our measure t;h 1;x tail better captures tail dependence, and as such, contains more information on tail risk than existing measures.
The next example shows how we can adapt our methodology to examine the predictability and persistent properties of market crashes. The phenomenon of how market crashes spill over to other countries was …rst systematically studied by Morgenstern (1959) and it has been extensively studied after that. The new measures provide useful tools to study crashes and their dynamic and systemic properties. We will particularize them to two stocks (whose returns are denoted as r t;1 , r t;2 ), although generalizations are straightforward.
Example 3 (Persistence of Crashes). Choose r (1) crash so that we de…ne a market crash at time t whenever r t;1 r
(1)
crash could be, e.g., the 1% or 5% empirical quantile). Set Y t = 1(r t;1 r (1) crash ), X t = r t;2 . Then, noting (3),
; (4) where
t , are the cdf's of r t;1 , r t;2 , respectively. Thus the conditional probability of a crash equals the unconditional one plus a correction term which captures the tail dependence between r t+h;1 and r t;2 . This is mainly characterized by our measure, which for this particular case equals t;h (x) = Pr r t+h;1 r (1) crash ; r t;2 x Pr r t+h;1 r
crash Pr (r t;2 x) :
A simple modi…cation of Y t leads to a measure of dependence for the number of crashes. Choose r
crash so that we de…ne a market crash at time t whenever r t;2 r
crash .
De…ne Y t = 1 r t;1 r
crash , so Y t corresponds to the number of crashes at time t. Then E (Y t+h j X t x) relates closely to the extreme market linkage indicator of Hartmann, Straetmans and de Vries (2004) . Nicely, setting again
where, again, our measure accounts for tail dependence. Finally, set Y t = 1(r t;1 r
represents the probability of simultaneous crashes given a tail event for r t;2 . Denoting by F (1;2) t the joint cumulative distribution function of r t;1 , r t;2 , and setting X t = r t;2 , it can be easily shown that
Then k k 1;x tail applied to (4), (5), (6) would de…ne appropriate measures of crash persistence and dependence.
3 Theoretical Framework and Estimation
Characterization of Persistence
In this section we present some of the theoretical properties of our measures, we additionally introduce a natural generalization and …nally we discuss some estimation issues. First we explore the connection between our measures a very general notion of nonparametric persistence in mean proposed by Granger (1995) . Following Granger (1995), we de…ne the concepts of Short Memory in Mean (SMM) and Extended Memory in Mean (EMM) as follows.
If (Y t ; X t ) t2Z does not satisfy the previous condition is called EMM.
Granger (1995) allowed for p = 1; but to make this de…nition practically operative p < 1 is needed, although potentially p can be large. Granger and Hallman (1991) replaced the name of EMM by long memory in mean, which could be slightly misleading because, in general, a stationary linear long memory process is SMM. Gourieroux and Jasiak (1999) referred to SMM and EMM as nonlinear integrated and nonlinear integrated of order zero, respectively. As noted by Granger (1995) the concepts of SMM and EMM are related to a kind of "mixing in mean" property, or, more precisely, to the concept of mixingale (cf. McLeish, 1974) ; see Davidson (1994, Chapter 16 ) and the Appendix here.
We shall show that, under a mild moment condition,
This new characterization justi…es measuring nonparametric persistence with the measures t;h .
Extension to Distributional Dependence
In some instances, the interest is in the whole joint distribution of (Y t+h ; X t ). Granger (2003) de…nes a persistent process in distribution using the bivariate and marginal densities at di¤erent lags. Gourieroux and Jasiak (2002) considered series expansions estimators for the nonlinear canonical analysis of the series, cf. Buja (1990) . In this paper we propose alternative measures that avoid ill-posed problems and bandwidth choices. Let f t;h (y; x); k t+h (y); and g t (x) be, respectively, the joint and marginal densities of Y t+h and X t : Following Granger (2003), we de…ne
h 1:
If (Y t ; X t ) t2Z does not satisfy previous condition is called extended memory in distribution (EMD).
Alternative de…nitions can be given in terms of other divergence measures or distances, see Granger, Maasoumi and Racine (2004) and references therein. The function s t;h and related quantities could be estimated by plugging in nonparametric smoothed estimators of the densities, see McDonald, Shalizi and Schervish (2015) for a related approach. Such estimators, however, require bandwidth choices and are highly sensitive to the dimension p:
Following the logic above, we propose using the cumulative measure
where F t;h (y; x); K t+h (y); and G t (x) are, respectively, the bivariate and marginal cdf's of Y t+h and X t , so for the choice X t = Y t , t;h (y; x) corresponds to the Laplace cross-covariance kernel of Dette et al. (2015) . Then, we have the following extension of Theorem 1. With some abuse of notation, let k k 1 denote the supremum norm extended to functions of (y; x):
We illustrate the behavior of these measures by means of two examples.
Example 4. Taking Z t as in Example 1 and setting Y t = X t = Z t , from Appendix 2 in Gourieroux and Jasiak (2002) ,
Thus we have t;h 1 Cr(h), for a constant C.
Again, under Gaussianity and additional regularity conditions, our concept of persistence in distribution captures the same dependence as linear measures. More generally, by Hoe¤ding's identity (see Hoe¤ding, 1940) , when p = 1
from which is clear that t;h also contains the information from the linear dependence in the data.
Again, we could tailor t;h (y; x) to speci…c values of y and x to focus on di¤er-ent parts of the distribution. For example, when y and x are set in the left tail of the distributions of Y t+h and X t ; respectively, the covariances t;h (y; x) measure distributional tail dependence. Speci…cally, we de…ne the tail dependence measure
This extends the linear correlation measures de…ned in Longin and Solnik (2001) , Ang and Bekaert (2002) , Ang and Chen (2002) , and Bae, Karolyi and Stulz (2003) , which have been used to de…ne contagion in …nancial markets, and which correspond to setting y and x to a single value equal to an empirical quantile, such as the 5%. Considering a continuum of values of y and x bring much more information on distributional tail dependence. Our measure of tail dependence is di¤erent from tail dependence measures de…ned in the literature on copulas. To see this, de…ne y = K t+h (y tail ) and x = G t (x tail ); and let C t;h denote the copula function of Y t+h and X t (with p = 1); i.e.
when K t+h and G t are strictly monotone (see Malevergne and Sornette 2006 for an extensive discussion of copulas and tail dependence measures). Then, our measure can be written as
This is di¤erent from the commonly used tail dependence measure
which only contains information on what happens in the limit, where few data is available. Nonparametric estimation of t;h is challenging, and requires smoothing of the data in the tails. In contrast, as shown below, nonparametric estimation of t;h 1;y tail ;x tail is straightforward and it does not require bandwidth choices.
Estimation
We discus now how the new measures are estimated. For simplicity in the exposition, we consider strictly stationary time series, although our results allow for extensions to non-stationary sequences, applying the results of e.g. Andrews and Pollard (1994) and Hansen (1996) . The natural estimator for h t;h based on a sample fY t ; X t g n t=1
with
= E (Y t ) ; will make the measure t;h scale invariant. To improve interpretation sometimes we consider a correlation-type process
Correlation-type processes may have denominators that are close to zero, so some care must be exercised when de…ning dependence based on them.
To measure persistence we estimate functionals such as t;h 1 or its scaled version with Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) type tests KS n (h) given by
where R = fx 2 R :F 1 h (0:01) x F 1 h (0:99)g trims the data to avoid dividing by zero in b h : We note that trimming is not necessary if b h is replaced by b h : Since both b h (x) andF h (x) are step functions the computation of KS n (h) simpli…es to computing the maximum over a …nite set of points (X t in R). Code to compute our measures is available from the authors upon request.
Tail dependence measures for systemic risk can be estimated analogously. Stan-
and the MMES is computed as
where T is a set in the left tail distribution, e.g. T = fx 2 R :F 1 h (0:01) x F 1 h (0:05)g: Again, computation of SR n (h) is simpli…ed to a maximum over a …nite set of points (data points X t in T ), and ifF h (x) is dropped from the denominator the supremum can be extended to the whole left tail (e.g. 1 x F 1 h (0:05)):
Distributional measures of dependence are similarly estimated as
where 1 c (Z t ; x) = 1(Z t x) (n h)
, for a generic series fZ t g: The asymptotic properties of the estimated measures b h and b h ; and other related quantities, are investigated in the Appendix. There, su¢ cient conditions are given for weak convergence of these estimates as stochastic processes. See van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) for a comprehensive review of the corresponding theory for independent observations. The limiting distributions under weak dependence assumptions depend on the data generating process in a complicated way. This means that asymptotic critical values for quantities such as (9) are not readily available. To overcome this problem we use resampling methods. A simple bootstrap approximation of the measures h (x) is given by
where V t is a sequence of independent r.v.'s with zero mean, unit variance, bounded support and also independent of the sequence fY t ; X t g n t=1 . This procedure is similar to the wild bootstrap used in Wu (1986) . Examples of fV t g sequences are iid Bernoulli variates with P (V t = 0:5(1
With the bootstrap critical values we can compute uniform con…dence bands for b h . Another resampling method that works under general conditions is subsampling, see the monograph by Politis, Romano and Wolf (1999) .
Asset Market Linkages and Tail Risk During and
After the Financial Crisis.
In this section we apply our methodology to study the nonlinear dependence and persistence properties of some of the major international stock market indices during and after the recent …nancial crisis. We aim to investigate three di¤erent features of these data sets. First, we study the nonlinear dependence in mean properties. This also includes persistence of tail events on the mean using the new measures of tail dependence. Second, we compare nonparametric measures of persistence in conditional variance with parametric ones based on GARCH. Finally, we employ a particular version of our results to analyze the persistence of market crashes during and after the …nancial crisis.
The data consist in daily closed stock returns for S&P500 (SP500), Dow Jones Industrials (DJ), Frankfurt DAX Index (DAX), the London FTSE-100 Index (FTSE), Tokyo Nikkei Index (NIK) and the Hong Kong Hang Seng Index (HANG). The daily data are taken from January 4, 2007 to June 30, 2016. The daily closed values for these stock indices are obtained from Yahoo …nance. 1 We consider the returns of the indices obtained as the log di¤erences of the data, which exclude dividend payments. Figure 1 plots the data and Table 1 provides basic descriptive statistics.
FIGURE 1 AND TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE
All stock returns have small means with large kurtosis, particularly in the US. This is explained by the large extreme events observed during the …nancial crisis. Stock returns are typically linearly unpredictable at a daily frequency, but the reported results for linear correlations reveal that US stock returns present signi…cant negative correlations at the …rst lag. We also report p-values for testing serial correlation based on the data-driven version of the Box-Pierce test in Escanciano and Lobato (2009) . The null of lack of correlation is clearly rejected for US stocks at 1% and at 5% for Nikkei, but fails to be rejected for other stocks. Unreported results show little or no persistence in return's correlations, as is commonly observed. Thus, classical linear dependence measures do not provide much information on the dependence structure in the data. Additionally, it is known that linear correlations are biased upwards in periods of high volatility (cf. Forbes and Rigobon, 2002) , which make them inappropriate to study market dependencies in periods such as the recent …nancial crisis.
Market Linkages and persistence in conditional mean
The martingale properties of individual stocks returns have been extensively investigated in the literature, see e.g. Lo and MacKinlay (1999) and references therein. These earlier studies showed that stock price changes are not martingale di¤erence sequences (MDS), although recent evidence supporting or refuting the martingale hypothesis for some stock indices seems mixed; see e.g. Escanciano and Velasco (2006b) with the S&P500. Our results below provide extensive evidence on the predictability of stock returns during this period, albeit with little or no persistence in conditional mean.
To gain insight on the mean dependence properties of the stock returns, and then on the asset market linkages during the …nancial crisis and its aftermath, we report in Table 2 the bootstrap p-values computed with the wild-bootstrap approximation described in (12) for the KS test in (9), for testing the signi…cance of the measure h at the …rst lag h = 1 and all combinations of stocks.
2 We observe that US and FTSE have a signi…cant predictive power in predicting mean returns for all stocks but for the FTSE. The inability of other stocks to a¤ect London's market can be useful for an international investor seeking to diversify risk. The German DAX does not a¤ect the US, has a small impact on the London's market, and a signi…cant impact on Asian markets, which in turn do not have signi…cant predictive power on any market. Of course, the high predictability at one lag of Asian markets from other markets, in particular US markets, can be explained by the di¤erent time zones in which they function. These results draw a mapping of nonlinear directional predictability that might be useful for international diversi…cation and hedging; see Christo¤ersen et al. (2012) for the importance of accounting for nonlinear dependence in international diversi…cation.
Of particular concern to international investors is international systemic risk in times when a market crashes. Table 3 reports the bootstrap p-values for the MMES tail risk measures at the …rst lag when the conditioning stock market is in its left tail, accounting for all quantiles between the 1% and 5%. The conclusions are qualitatively similar to those of Table 2 . The robustness of the London's stocks to the extreme events of the US market is of signi…cant interest. For completeness, we report in Table  4 the same bootstrap p-values when only the 5% quantile is considered, that is, using a dynamic version of the MSE measure of Acharya et al. (2017) . It is interesting to see how focusing on just one quantile misses much of the information that is used to predict US stocks. This illustrates the bene…ts of the new measures of tail risk that, by accounting for a continuum of quantiles, use more information on the tails.
The results of Tables 2-4 contribute to the literature of prediction of stock returns, providing substantial evidence of nonlinear predictability during the …nancial crisis and its aftermath, and suggesting a leading role of the London's stock market for international diversi…cation in the short run. Whether these conclusions hold for longer term investments is something we turn in next.
TABLES 2-4 ABOUT HERE
Although there is substantial evidence of predictability at one lag, there is overall little or no persistence in the conditional mean of the data. We provide empirical evidence of the little predictability in mean by plotting in Figure 2 the Nonlinear AutoCorrelogram (NAC), that is the function KS n (h) as a function of h; when we condition on the SP500 for lags up to 300. This plot can be useful for detecting nonlinearities graphically and can play the same role as the usual autocorrelograms in the linear setup. Figure 2 suggests little persistence in mean. Figures 3 and 4 report the NAC for tail risk, as measured by the MMES, when we condition on tail events for the SP500 and FTSE, respectively. Tail dependence is more persistent than mean dependence. For example, tail events of the SP500 have signi…cant e¤ects on the German DAX even after 120 business days. These e¤ects, although large in magnitude, are cyclical and not systematic. Interestingly, FTSE seems to have larger short term e¤ects on other markets than the SP500, although they seem to be less persistent. Overall, we …nd little persistence in mean and little persistence in tail dependence, from the tail of one stock market to the mean return level of another stock market, and particularly from US, where the crisis originated, to other countries.
FIGURES 2-4 ABOUT HERE

Persistence in conditional variances
By modern asset pricing theory the conditional variance of future asset returns is a key component of the price of an asset. Thus, analyzing the persistence properties of conditional variances is of primary importance for a risk manager in order to take asset allocation decisions. In particular, the extent to which shocks to conditional variances have short or long-run e¤ects is crucial to determine the risk premium of long-term contracts. These ideas have been the subject of an extensive theoretical and empirical literature; see e.g. Poterba and Summers (1986) , who gave evidence of the linkage between persistence of conditional variances and stock prices, or the seminal contribution of King and Wadhwani (1989) who proposed a structural model of volatility transmission and investigated its empirical content for the October 1987 crash.
Much of the existing literature has been restricted to linear persistence, see, for instance, the AR(1) model used in Poterba and Summers (1986) or the integrated GARCH (IGARCH) model suggested by Engle and Bollerslev (1986) , see also Lin, Engle and Ito (1994) . The use of parametric models might hide important nonlinear sources of persistence. Thus, in this subsection we study the nonparametric persistent properties in conditional variances of the stocks considered, and we also measure the extent to which linear and nonlinear persistent measures di¤er. To that end, we apply our new methodology and consider the estimates in (9) where Y t+h is the squared return and X t is the return.
According to our previous results, most of the conditional means are not significantly di¤erent from zero. Therefore, the measures b h can indeed be interpreted as measures of nonlinear persistence in the conditional variance. In cases where the conditional mean is not zero, Example 2 suggests that b h still measures persistence in variance (as persistence in variance dominates persistence in mean). There are already two well-known stylized facts that have been extensively documented in the literature of …nancial time series; …rst, conditional variances are time-varying; and second, stock returns and other …nancial time series are quite persistent in conditional second moments (cf. Bollerslev, 1986, Bollerslev and Engle, 1993) , especially when large sample sizes are considered. Linear measures of dependence were su¢ cient to uncover these two important stylized facts, but, alternatively, we ask the following questions: is nonlinear persistence di¤erent from linear persistence? If so, to what extent are they di¤erent?
We made an attempt to clarify these issues by means of the following experiment, which basically analyzes whether linear components of the conditional variance persistence (captured by means of parametric models) account for all persistence (in volatility) present in the data. Thus, initially an AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model with Student-t innovations was …tted to each data set, and we used the estimated parameters to simulate data of the same sample size as the original data. Then, we estimate our nonparametric measures of dependence with the simulated data. In this way, we can asses if parametric models are able to explain the nonlinear persistence present in the data. To save space, we only present the results for the SP500, but all other stocks lead qualitatively to the same conclusions. We report in Figure 5 the nonparametric KS tests statistics at di¤erent lags and the wild bootstrap 95% quantile for KS n (h) := sup x2R jb h (x)j ; jointly with KS tests from the parametric …ts and the 95% con…dence interval.
FIGURE 5 ABOUT HERE
From our results we strongly reject that parametric models such as the AR-GARCH model with Student-t distribution are able to replicate the results of our nonparametric measures of persistence in volatility. We …nd that nonlinear persistence is considerably higher than linear persistence for all stocks (results for other stocks are available upon request). In unreported experiments we observed that this conclusion is robust to di¤erent speci…cations of the volatility model, such as an EGARCH and AGARCH speci…cations (see Francq and Zakoian 2010 for details on these speci…ca-tions). Table 5 reports the number of rejections of tests of constant volatility for all stocks, and con…rms the leading role of the Chinese HANG in risk spillovers, particularly on US stocks. Interestingly, cross-border linkages are not weaker than domestic linkages. The inability of parametric models to explain nonparametric volatility persistence is robust to the exclusion of the 2007-2009 crisis period (results on subsamples can be obtained from the authors upon request). 
Persistence of crashes
We de…ne a market crash as the indicator of the market being below its 5% empirical quantile, and take this as dependent variable Y t+h;i = 1(r t+h;i F 1 h;i (0:05));
where r t+h;i is the return of the stock i th at time t + h andF 1 h;i (0:05) the empirical 5% quantile of the sample fr t;i g n t=1+h : This implies that estimates of M ES h;ij (x) = E (Y t+h;i j r t;j x) ; are estimates of the probability of a crash in market i; h periods ahead, when market j is below the threshold x: One possibility is to use x =F 1 h;j (0:05); which relates to the co-exceedances used in Bae, Karolyi and Stulz (2003) and provides a further application of the MES measures proposed in Acharya et al. (2017) . As mentioned above, a more informative measure about tail risk uses a continuum of x in the left tail. For example, we consider the maximal conditional probability estimates
where T = fx 2 R :F 1 h;j (0:01) x F 1 h;j (0:05)g and \ M ES h;ij (x) = P n h t=1 1(r t+h;i F 1 h;i (0:05))1(r t;j x) P n h t=1 1(r t;j x) :
Figures 6-8 plot C n;ij (h) for some representative values of i and j (j =SP500, DAX and HANG). We observe estimated conditional probabilities of crashes well above the unconditional probability of 5% (in many cases above 30%). Furthermore, market crashes are quite persistent.
FIGURES 6-8 ABOUT HERE
We also report results for the number of crashes. De…ning Y t+h equals the number of crashes at time t + h, i.e.
Y t+h = 1(r t+h;1 F 1 h;1 (0:05)) + + 1(r t+h;6 F 1 h;6 (0:05));
one can measure the predictability and persistent properties of the total number of crashes. Hartmann, Straetmans and de Vries (2004) studied nonparametric estimation of the contemporaneous expected number of market crashes conditional on at least one market crashing. We look at dynamics and condition on particular stocks to facilitate interpretation. That is, we measure dynamic systemic risk; how a crash in a particular market at time t propagates in the whole system h periods ahead and leads to a systemic crash, as measured by the total number of crashes. Figure 9 plots the maximum expected value of number of crashes conditional on crashes for di¤erent stocks, i.e. the estimates
where T = fx 2 R :F 1 h;j (0:01) x F 1 h;j (0:05)g; Y t+h is de…ned in (13) and
P n h t=1 Y t+h 1(r t+h;j x) P n h t=1 1(r t+h;j x) : FIGURE 9 ABOUT HERE Interestingly, the estimated number of crashes shows an inverted-u pattern, where …rst increases with the number lags, reaching a maximum after 30-40 business days, for latter decreasing monotonically towards its unconditional value of 0.3. US stocks, SP500 and DJ, and the HANG lead to the more persistent e¤ects in crashes, with a number of rejections at lags 200-300 of 14, 12 and 11, respectively. Figure 9 also plots the expected number of crashes conditional on a marginal crash at 5% (a MES measure). The MMES is signi…cantly much larger than the MES for all stocks at all lags, and more persistent. More extreme tail events than those observed at the 5% level have substantially larger and more persistent e¤ects. This point nicely illustrates the practical bene…ts of accounting for a continuum of risk levels in the proposed measures, rather than just focusing on a single one, as is common in the risk management literature, and which misses much information on the tail risk involved.
Conclusions and Summary
In this paper we have introduced new simple measures of nonlinear dependence. In contrast to related approaches, our measures are easy to estimate, do not need of large sample sizes and are nonparametric in nature, without relying on user-chosen parameters (like bandwidths). Thus, we have proposed generally applicable tools for measuring nonlinear dependence in macroeconomic and …nancial data. The proposed measures are easily adapted to situations where tail dependence is of interest. We have established connections with existing measures of systemic risk and show in an application that the proposed measures provide a more accurate description of the tail risk and its persistent properties during and after the recent …nancial crisis than their counterparts based on single market events. Another empirical …nding is the ubiquitous nonlinear persistence in conditional variance that is not explained by popular parametric models. Although asset market linkages in mean follow a speci…c directional pattern, from US and London to other markets, volatility linkages are bidirectional, with cross-border linkages being as important as domestic linkages. These …ndings have important economic implications in, e.g., asset pricing and hedging. In particular, our …ndings show that current shocks to conditional variances may have a permanent e¤ect on long term contracts.
Linear measures can substantially understate the actual (nonlinear) persistence present in economic data. One can argue that some of the existing puzzles in economics and …nance might be explained by this notorious limitation of linear methods; see for instance the so-called equity premium puzzle (inability of many asset pricing models in explaining the 6% annual equity premium and its standard deviation of 19%). The growing literature of long-run risks emphasizes the fundamental role of persistence of consumption growth on the equity premium to explain these asset pricing anomalies; see Bansal and Yaron (2004) . Our new tools can be used to assess to what extent these linear models of asset pricing are able to "…t" the nonlinear persistence of asset prices and consumption growth, as well as the relation between them.
Our work also complements, and has the potential to make operative, some of the ideas presented in Bollerslev and Engle (1993) in nonparametric situations. Our empirical …ndings suggest that stock market returns can be extended memory in variance, and may present co-persistent properties, as suggested in Bollerslev and Engle (1993) . The economic consequences of these important …ndings will be investigated elsewhere.
Formal inferential procedures for testing the short and extended memory character of a given time series are also of paramount importance, and deserve further investigation. Moreover, our operative measures pave the way for a formal de…nition of cointegration in nonlinear set-ups that can formalize some of the ideas put forward by previous studies. We leave these and other important extensions of our methods for future research.
Appendix
Asymptotic theory
This section provides formal asymptotic theory for the estimators of the new measures. For simplicity in the exposition, we restrict ourselves to strictly stationary and ergodic sequences, although our results allow for extensions to some non-stationary or nonergodic sequences, as in e.g. Andrews and Pollard (1994) and Hansen (1996) . Under the strictly stationary assumption, the natural estimators for h t;h and h t;h , based on a sample fY t ; X t g n t=1 are given in (8) and (11), respectively. In this section we establish the asymptotic limits of these estimated measures b h and b h : Since these are random functions, to develop the asymptotic theory we consider results from empirical processes theory as discussed, for instance, in van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) . Throughout the rest of the paper the lag h 1 is …xed. De…ne
We denote =); the weak convergence in (`1( ); d 1 ) in the sense of J. Ho¤mann-Jørgensen (see De…nition 1.3.3 in van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996) . Throughout, A 0 and jAj denote the matrix transpose and the Euclidean norm of A, respectively. jjAjj p denotes the usual L p norm for a random variable (r.v.), i.e. jjAjj p = (E jAj p ) 1=p ; and with an abuse of notation we denote by L p the set of r.v.'s with jjAjj p < 1: Under strictly stationarity and ergodicity, the uniform consistency of b h ( ) or b h ( ) follows from the Ergodic Theorem and a Glivenko-Cantelli's argument, see e.g. Koul and Stute (1999) . Thus, this section focusses on the weak convergence of
under weak dependence assumptions. We establish the asymptotic theory for n;h ( ) and ! n;h ( ) under two di¤erent dependence scenarios, namely, mixingale classes and strong mixing processes. These weak dependence concepts are specially adapted to our SMM and SMD concepts, respectively. We also discuss the special case of no dependence (martingale di¤erence sequences and iid processes) as corollary of our main results. With these asymptotic results, we can compute uniform con…dence bands for b h;w , b h;w , and the signi…cance of h;w , h;w , can be tested. A well-known result in the econometrics and statistical literature is that the weak convergence of a process R n;h ( ) (e.g. n;h ( ) or ! n;h ( )) in (`1( ); d 1 ) will follow from the following conditions (see e.g. p. 2251 in Andrews, 1994) : (i) ( ; ) is a totally bounded pseudometric space, for some pseudometric ;
(ii) (R n;h (z 1 ); :::; R n;h (z m )) converges in distribution to a Borel law as n ! 0; for all …xed points z 1 ; :::; z m in ;
(iii) {R n;h ; n 1g is stochastically equicontinuous, i.e., for every "; > 0 there exists a > 0 such that
Examples of pseudometrics in condition (i) are typically
for n;h ( ) and ! n;h ( ); respectively, where z i = (y i ; x i ); i = 1; 2: To prove weak convergence to a Gaussian process we must verify that conditions (i-iii) hold. Condition (i) usually follows under mild continuity assumptions on the marginal and joint distribution functions. Conditions implying (ii) are abundant in the literature; see e.g. de Jong (1997) and Dedecker, Merlevede and Volny (2007) for mixingales and Ango Nze and Doukhan (2004) for strong mixing processes. Usually, the most di¢ cult condition to verify is the stochastic equicontinuity in (iii).
Asymptotic theory under mixingales
This subsection introduces the concept of a mixingale class and establish the weak convergence of n;h for mixingale classes. The use of mixingales is motivated by their close relation to our concept of SMM, as can be seen from the following de…nition introduced by Hansen (1996) . De…ne I t = (X 
hold for all t; and m 0.
We shall apply De…nition 3 to the class
Note that condition (15) is redundant here since B is a class of H t 1 -measurable functions: According to this de…nition, if B is an L q mixingale, q 2; taking x = +1
we conclude that (Y t ) t2Z is a SMM process. Hansen (1996) established general conditions for stochastic equicontinuity for smooth (Lipschitz-continuous) mixingale classes of parametric functions. Unfortunately, n;h involves an indicator function, which is not smooth, and hence, the results in Hansen (1996) are not applicable to the present situation. We shall generalize the stochastic equicontinuity results in Hansen (1996) to non-smooth functions using a martingale approximation and the stochastic equicontinuity theorem for martingales developed in Escanciano (2007) . This extension is of independent interest and has applications beyond the present paper.
De…ne the random function
The following regularity conditions are necessary for the subsequent asymptotic analysis.
A1: (a) fY t ; X t g t2Z is a strictly stationary and ergodic process such that B is an L q mixingale class with c t (f ) c t (x) = C kf (I t 1 ; x)k s and P 1 m=1 m < 1; for some s q and 1=2 1; (b) jG t (x 1 ) G t (x 2 )j C t jx 1 x 2 j ; for each (x 1 ; x 2 ) 2 R p R p ; some > 0; and where C t is a H t 1 -measurable function; (c) 0 < E[jY t j r ] < 1; with r = max(q; 2(1 + )); for some > 0; and E jC t j q < 1; for some q > max(1; 2p= ):
A2: For any x 1 ; :::; x m in R p any = ( 1 ; :::; m ) 2 R p with j j = 1 and any m 2 N; the sequence Z t;h = (Y t+h ) P m j=1 j 1(X t x j ) satis…es (a) fZ t;h ; F t g is an L 2 mixingale, and (b)
Theorem 2: (i) Under A1, n;h is stochastic equicontinuous with respect to m;h .
(ii) If in addition A2 holds, then n;h =) 1;h ; where 1;h is a tight Gaussian zero mean process.
Assumption A1 is a mild condition on the DGP and permits a large class of nonlinear time series, including heteroskedastic ones. For instance, if (Y t ) t2Z is an L q integrable martingale di¤erence sequences (MDS) with respect to H t ; then B satis…es De…nition 3. Moreover, as shown in Hansen (1996) a large class of weak dependence processes satisfy De…nition 6. Assumption A2 implies the convergence of the …nite dimensional distributions.
Remark: In the case of no-persistence, i.e., when Y t is a MDS with respect to H t ; following the proof of our Theorem 2 one can show that the moment assumptions in Theorem 2 can be relaxed to E[jY t j 2(1+ ) ] < 1 and E jC t j < 1.
In the MDS case, the limit process 1;h is a Gaussian process in`1(R p ) with zero-mean, continuous sample paths, and covariance function
Under conditional homoskedasticity and p = 1, 1;h is distributed as
where F X is the cdf of X t ; and B is a standard Brownian Bridge, so the quantiles of norms of 1;h are tabulated. For MDS with general heteroskedasticity of unknown form, the asymptotic critical values of norms of b h for testing the signi…cance of h can be approximated via a wild-type bootstrap approach discussed in the main text. For the general non-adapted case described in A1, we can apply other resampling methods, such as block-bootstrap or subsampling. In particular, subsampling is a powerful resampling scheme that allows an asymptotically valid inference under very general conditions on the DGP, see the monograph by Politis, Romano and Wolf (1999) . With an abuse of notation we write ( n;h;w ) = k n;h;w k d as a function of the data fZ t (Y t+h ; X 0 t ) 0 g t2Z ; ( n;h;w ) = ( n;h;w (Z 1 ; :::; Z n )): Let G n (w) be the cdf
Let ( b;i n;h;w ) = ( n;h;w (Z i ; :::; Z i+b 1 )) be the norm computed with the subsample (Z i ; :::; Z i+b 1 ) of size b. We note that each subsample of size b (taken without replacement from the original data) is indeed a sample of size b from the true DGP. Hence, it is clear that one can approximate the sampling distribution G n (z) using the distribution of the values of ( b;i n;h;w ) computed over the n b+1 di¤erent subsamples of size b: That is, we approximate G n (z) by
Let c n;1 ;b be the (1 )-th sample quantile of G n;b (z); i.e., c n;1 ;b = inffz : G n;b (z) 1 g:
The theoretical justi…cation of the subsampling approximation can be grounded on Theorem 3.5.1 in Politis, Romano and Wolf (1999) under mild conditions on the strong mixing coe¢ cients and the parameter b: With these asymptotic results one can compute (uniform) con…dence bands for the measures h ( ):
Asymptotic theory under strong mixing conditions
In this subsection we establish the stochastic equicontinuity of ! n;h under strong mixing assumptions. This will follow from the general results in Andrews and Pollard (1994) . We require the following assumption.
B1: (a) fY t ; X t g t2Z is a strictly stationary; (b)
each (y 1 ; y 2 ) 2 R R; some 2 > 0 (c) fY t ; X t g t2Z is a strong mixing process with mixing coe¢ cients such that
p+1 ; some > 0 and = min( 1 ; 2 ):
Theorem 3: Under B1, ! n;h is stochastic equicontinuous with respect to d;h .
Di¤erent assumptions to B1 are also possible using other mixing concepts under the sup metric; see, e.g., Rio (2000) and Andrews (1993, p. 200) . For strong mixing sequences Theorem 2.17 in Bosq (2000) gives the asymptotic distribution for L 2 -norms under the mild condition P 1 h=1 h < 1: See also Bradley (2007) for other asymptotic results under mixing.
For distributional dependence the least persistent case corresponds to that where
Of course, other alternative bootstrap procedures are available, e.g., the classical bootstrap of Efron (1979) . For the more general case described in B1, a subsampling approximation, as discussed in Section 4.1 is, of course, possible.
Mathematical Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1. First, by simple application of the Cauchy-Swartz's inequality, a SMM process satis…es lim h!1 t;h 1 = 0. The reciprocal is more involved. From sup t EY 2 t < C, we have that the sequence (Y t+h ) h2N is uniformly tight. Also, from Prohorov's theorem, we have that any subsequence of (Y t+h ) h2N has a further subsequence (Y t+hs ) s2N which converges in distribution to a r.v. Y; see Billingsley (1968) . Because the subsequence is uniform integrable, the convergence is also in L 2 (R; F ): From Proposition 1.2 in Chung and Williams (1990) 
From lim h!1 t;h 1 = 0 we have that E (Y jX t ) = a.s. Therefore, from the uniqueness of the limit, we have that (m t;h ) h2N converges in L 2 (R; F ) to and the process is SMM.
In the proof of Theorem 2 we use extensively the following weak convergence theorem, which is a corollary of a general result in Escanciano (2007) . De…ne the process
Let F be the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of X t . We de…ne the random function
where H t is the -…eld generated by (Z t ; X t ; Z t 1 ; X t 1 ; :::): The following regularity condition is necessary for the subsequent asymptotic analysis. De…ne the pseudometric, with s 2;
C1: (a) fZ t g t2Z is a strictly stationary and ergodic MDS with respect to H t , with E[jZ t j s ] < 1 for some s 2; (b) jG t (x 1 ) G t (x 2 )j C t jx 1 x 2 j ; for each (x 1 ; x 2 ) 2 R p R p ; some > 0; and where C t is a stationary sequence with E jC t j < 1; (c) F is absolutely continuous.
Theorem A1: Under C1, R n is stochastically equicontinuous with respect to s :
Proof of Theorem A1. It follows from a routine extension to multivariate regressors of Theorem 1 in Escanciano and Mayoral (2010) .
Proof of Theorem 2. De…ning the projector operator
we can show that, uniformly in x;
Note that A nj are martingales, so results to establish the stochastic equicontinuity of A nj ; such as our previous Theorem A1 or Theorem 1 in Escanciano (2007) are applicable. Note that for j 2;
so Theorem A1 applies to Z t = P t+j 1 Y t+h ; after noting that, for s 2;
The stochastic equicontinuity of A n1 follows from the following arguments. Let B k = [x k ; y k ]; for k = 1; :::; N " ; a partition of R p in " brackets with respect to m;h : With an abuse of notation, we denote the previous partition associated to " = 2 q simply by B q = fB qk ; 1 k N q g: Without loss of generality we can assume that the …nite partitions described before are nested. It is clear that
which readily veri…es condition (5) in Escanciano (2007) . It remains to verify condition (6) in that paper. From the monotonicity of 1(X t x); A1(b) and keeping the notation in Escanciano (2007) , n (B q ) is de…ned as
This proves (6) in Escanciano (2007) , and hence the stochastic equicontinuity of A n1 : As for B n (x); we shall apply Theorem 1 in Hansen (1996) . First note that the class of functions ff (
Therefore, the class B satis…es the conditions of Theorem 1 in Hansen (1996) , and the stochastic equicontinuity of B n follows. The …nite sum of stochastic equicontinuous processes is stochastic equicontinuous. Finally, the convergence of the …nite dimensional distributions in (ii) follows directly from A2 and Corollary 1 in Dedecker, Merlevede and Volny (2007) . Figure 9 : Estimated maximal number of crashes conditional on quantiles 1% to 5% for di¤erent stocks. Blue lines denote estimated number of crashes conditional on quantile 5% only.
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